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Will Deliberation Save Our Democracies?  

A domestic and foreign policy analysis 

 

The 21st century democracies have witnessed lower voter turnouts in elections, 

declining trust in public institutions and widening polarisation, both politically and 

socially. This article discusses the ineffectiveness of our current electoral governance 

systems with regards to polarisation, information consumption and new technologies, 

including disinformation. The article draws on literature and academia to explain how 

information is being consumed and how societies are increasingly divided. It explains 

how existing deliberative democratic governance based on sortition can help curtail 

these issues. For this, these models should be adopted within the EU domestic and 

foreign policy context, and the international framework, particularly through local-to-

local (municipal; civil society etc.) cooperation and democracy instruments in EU 

foreign policy. 

Section 1: Distrustful democracies: polarization and “echo 

chambers” 

 

Before answering the question of which role deliberative democracy has to play in our 

societies (locally and internationally), it's important to understand our current 

democratic governance crisis.  

Since the 1990s, social scientists have observed a rising trend of citizens’ distrust in 

well-established democratic institutions, accompanied by declining voter turnout. This 

phenomenon has been turbo-charged in recent years with the additional element of 

polarization. According to Eurobarometer figures, only one third of European Union 

(EU) citizens trust their national governments and parliaments, and fewer have faith 

in political parties. For instance, less than 10% of French citizens trust their political 

parties. Fewer than half of EU citizens trust the press, and while a majority remain 

satisfied with how their national democracies work, more than a third are dissatisfied. 

Trends of declining voter turnout and dissatisfaction exist since the 1970s, yet the 

numerical certitude was only cemented during past decades, as more data, empirical 

evidence and research from authors like Arend Lijphart became available.  

It's likely that correlations exist between economic hardship and decreasing 

government trust, even when taking into account different levels of government 

transparency. For example, noticeable differences in trust levels exist between the 

South of Europe and the North of Europe, which were affected differently by the 2007-

2008 financial crisis. Countries across Scandinavia, which faced less deficit and 

austerity measures between 2008 and 2020, have the highest levels of political trust. 

https://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/survey/getsurveydetail/instruments/standard/surveyky/2253
https://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/survey/getsurveydetail/instruments/standard/surveyky/2253
https://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/survey/getsurveydetail/instruments/standard/surveyky/2253
https://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/survey/getsurveydetail/instruments/standard/surveyky/2253
https://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/survey/getsurveydetail/instruments/standard/surveyky/2253
https://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/survey/getsurveydetail/instruments/standard/surveyky/2253
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Countries like Greece, which were under Economic Adjustment Programs (“Troika”), 

have seen a sharp decline in ‘national government trust’ during the past decade, 

including a disproportionate level of distrust towards European Union institutions. 

Studies suggest that a growing group of people are avoiding the news altogether, or 

simply feeling overwhelmed by oversupply of information. To give a simple example 

of information growth one only needs to look at storage capacity, which between the 

1990s and 2000s grew on average by 25% a year, a rate which has accelerated 

dramatically since 2015. Diverse and unfiltered access to information has increased 

the amount of available information in circulation, also questioning people’s capacity 

to differentiate between evidence-based facts, falsehoods, and rumour. On Twitter 

and Reddit - where everyone's a potential author - the democratic range of information 

is impressive and vast. In terms of availability and opinion diversity, this can best be 

described as positive in terms of democratic information pluralism. Yet for democratic 

information pluralism to function beyond its theoretical significance, its practical 

implementation must be complementary. In other words; readers must have the time, 

willingness, capacity and neutral platforms to utilise democratic information pluralism. 

Without prior knowledge about sources, fact-checking and general training in 

information bias and selection, it can be difficult for an average citizen to gain 

qualitative and balanced access to information (as opposed to ‘sensational’, ‘paid 

content’, or ‘intentionally mis-information’). Particularly with regards to online 

consumption of information, there is an elevated risk that people have less social 

interaction and contact, thereby remaining exposed to less constructive feedback, 

critique and more diverse opinions.  

Scholarly literature exemplifies various ways in which information and societal distrust 

remain intertwined. One hypothesis dictates that the economic and media 

liberalisation process has opened Pandora’s box of information since the 1980s. This 

argument rests on two assumptions: first, that media privatisation allowed for larger 

and more diversified pools of information, and second, that it lowered the quality of 

information due to advertisement incentives (e.g. ”clickbait”).  The latter explains how 

information from the private sector (e.g. social media) and non-publicly funded media 

groups are incentivised by profit as opposed to necessarily ethical journalistic 

standards (e.g. seeking balanced reporting, facts, public interest principles, bias, 

sources and unhinged investigation). In a competitive quest for viewership, media 

organisations face the risk of a race to the bottom in terms of quality, in order to 

produce sensational information with the goal of attracting viewership and profitable 

advertisements.  The deregulation of laws and public standards, exemplified by the 

revocation of the United States FCC Fairness Doctrine in 1987 and 2011 - is likely to 

have contributed to this phenomenon.  

In addition to media deregulation, the societal impact of the internet has given rise to 

a far more fragmented media-landscape, yielding both positive and negative effects. 

Giving citizens more choice of information is positive, whereas it’s perceived as 

negative when fewer engage in meaningful exchanges or more become polarised. 

https://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/index.cfm/survey/getsurveydetail/instruments/standard/surveyky/2253
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1940161219836223
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/The-World%E2%80%99s-Technological-Capacity-to-Store%2C-and-Hilbert-L%C3%B3pez/64d2fe89ba7f105cb96796742f4dcbf4e56bd2ca
https://www.statista.com/statistics/638593/worldwide-data-center-storage-capacity-cloud-vs-traditional/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/638593/worldwide-data-center-storage-capacity-cloud-vs-traditional/
https://books.google.be/books?id=fk1dDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA231&lpg=PA231&dq=privatisation+media+impact&source=bl&ots=Ir1EdfTD_q&sig=ACfU3U1o7jqdkN2l9UMBhukhDB70HBlj2A&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjklLK3wIHsAhVGCewKHTpsAn04FBDoATAHegQICRAB#v=onepage&q=privatisation%20media%20impact&f=false
https://books.google.be/books?id=fk1dDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA231&lpg=PA231&dq=privatisation+media+impact&source=bl&ots=Ir1EdfTD_q&sig=ACfU3U1o7jqdkN2l9UMBhukhDB70HBlj2A&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjklLK3wIHsAhVGCewKHTpsAn04FBDoATAHegQICRAB#v=onepage&q=privatisation%20media%20impact&f=false
https://www.politico.com/story/2011/08/fcc-finally-kills-off-fairness-doctrine-061851
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The polarisation of ideas is not inherently negative, nor directly related to media 

fragmentation. Yet the lacking engagement and high levels of online anonymity have 

not been conducive in fostering dialogue, exchange and consensus. A growing 

number of studies support this argument; showing how the internet and social media 

is diminishing exchange of ideas and societal dialogue among polarised groups in 

society, in particular concerning online applications and platforms that employ non-

neutral algorithms.   

An alarming example of this trend is exemplified in the ground breaking 2014 study 

Echo Chamber or Public Sphere? Predicting Orientation and Measuring Political 

Homophily in Twitter Using Big Data. Based on a 1 billion data sample size (including 

1 million online consumers) the research confirms that “online users tend to select 

information adhering to their systems of beliefs, ignore information that does not, and 

join groups - i.e., echo chambers - around  a shared narrative”. The study also shows 

that social media algorithms today appear to be further polarising online communities: 

“. . . we (study) find support for the hypothesis that platforms implementing news feed 

algorithms like Facebook may elicit the emergence of echo-chambers”. Algorithmic 

preferences and design pose a serious risk to citizens access to information, 

particularly on social media websites, in which non-transparent and non-neutral coding 

continues to dictate information selection, fostering bias. This effect, also known as 

‘filter bubbles’ is discussed by Eli Pariser in Beware of Filter Biases, and Stefanie 

Panke and John Stephens in Beyond the Echo Chamber: Pedagogical Tools for Civic 

Engagement Discourse and Reflection, published in the Journal of Educational 

Technology & Society. Pariser notes: “. . . your filter bubble depends on who you are, 

and it depends on what you do. But the thing is that you don’t decide what gets in. And 

more importantly, you don’t actually see what gets edited out”. The algorithmic design, 

he argues, sets up infiltration filters that affect users consumption, preference and 

frequency of infiltration. This affects societal information flows and censorship, while 

reinforcing the aforementioned echo-chamber theory, unless civic responsibility is 

accounted for in design codes. This argument resonated with the writings of Panke 

and Stephens, who note that: “the ease to form communities of like-minded peers can 

result in echo chambers that lack critical discussion, divergent opinion, and political 

discourse”. Offline experiments studied by a range of experts and academics also 

support this argument. During physical focus groups and sociological experiments, 

DiFonzo shows that once people from opposing political parties are separated into 

different groups (physically sitting in different rooms) rumours about each other’s 

political parties increase. In stark contrast, once groups are mixed, rumours practically 

stop, or are asked as questions instead, with other people answering and engaging in 

dialogue and exchange. This is a particularly relevant human finding when considering 

polarization, and how human interaction, exchange and neutral interactions offline 

fosters compromise and depolarization. 

Disinformation is an additional point to consider when analysing citizens' distrust in 

society. An enormous volume of literature exists on the subject, including countless 

government reports and studies from think-tanks which show the polarising effects of 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.09603.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.09603.pdf
http://www.ted.com/talks/eli_pariser_beware_online_filter_bubbles
http://ezproxy.uvu.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=eft&AN=127424795&site=eds-live.
http://ezproxy.uvu.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=eft&AN=127424795&site=eds-live.
http://ezproxy.uvu.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=eft&AN=127424795&site=eds-live.
https://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2011/04/21/barack-obama-and-the-psychology-of-the-birther-myth/the-echo-chamber-effect
https://www.loc.gov/law/help/social-media-disinformation/uk.php
https://www.ecfr.eu/article/commentary_the_whatsapp_election_the_fake_news_challenge_to_democracy
https://www.ecfr.eu/article/commentary_how_to_avoid_a_post_truth_world
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foreign sponsored disinformation campaigns on democracies.  According to the United 

Kingdom’s National Security Communications Team, foreign actors are seeking to 

influence citizens through online platforms, social media and other online tools. This 

is particularly relevant in liberal democracies that - due to their laws on access to 

information - censor news and online messages to a lesser extent than authoritarian 

countries. A rising number of democracies therefore face ‘soft security threats’ coming 

from authoritarian regimes which take advantage of liberal legislation on censorship 

in order to run disinformation campaigns across democracies. One of the most 

comprehensive academic studies in this field was made in 2018 by Manoel Horta 

Ribeiro, Pedro H. Calais, Virgilio, A. F. Almeida, and Wagner Meira Jr. This study 

shows that ‘fake news’ on Twitter is extremely polarising in terms of bias and users' 

reactions. The large-data study offers recommendations, like for example adding 

better regulation on disinformation across the internet. Such recommendations run 

obvious ethical and practical questions, since all confirm the need for regulatory 

powers, which in turn can pose a risk for internet censorship and freedom of speech. 

It's within this context of distrust and polarisation (outlined above) that this paper 

wishes to showcase a possible governance solution to the unsustainable problem of 

polarisation, disinformation and growing governmental distrust. The following two 

sections will each outline the importance and relevance of deliberative democracy. 

Section 2 outlines the main features of deliberation, while giving some insight into the 

local work of the AGORA Movement (Sortition Deliberation) in the Brussels Region. It 

gives practical examples as a case study to how deliberation, in practice, is currently 

underway and functioning in Belgium’s (and Europe’s) capital. Section 3 outlines how 

deliberative democracy can serve as an important element internationally, and as part 

of the EU’s foreign policy to support openness, anti-corruption, trust, depolarisation 

and the fight against disinformation. 

Section 2: Sortition and deliberation: the case of Brussels 

Deliberative democracy 

If the context is one of institutional distrust and a manipulative media landscape, one 

can hardly be surprised that people lose trust in democratic institutions. Mostly, it 

seems, we don’t believe our representatives are representing us: in Greece, for 

example, only 13% believe that elected officials care about regular citizens. It seems 

largely overdue to review our idea that democracy should be representative and that 

representation is democratic. 

One answer to this could be to renew our democratic models, and involve citizens 

directly in decision making. Processes of deliberative democracy can play a key role 

in surpassing disinformation and polarization, as well as incivility and the growing 

appeal of finding simplistic solutions to complex problems. These processes typically 

involve randomly selected citizens in the key steps of information gathering, analysis 

https://perma.cc/7FVT-3PFL
https://perma.cc/7FVT-3PFL
https://perma.cc/DF8J-4PDG
https://perma.cc/DF8J-4PDG
https://perma.cc/S8HV-7WK3
https://perma.cc/S8HV-7WK3
https://perma.cc/S8HV-7WK3
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.05924.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.05924.pdf
https://www.dw.com/en/europe-increasingly-disenchanted-with-democracy/a-52190290
https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2019/10/14/democratic-satisfaction/
https://booksandideas.net/Is-representative-democracy-really-democratic
https://booksandideas.net/Is-representative-democracy-really-democratic
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0192512120941882?journalCode=ipsa
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0192512120941882?journalCode=ipsa
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and processing through deliberation as well as in the drafting of shared policy 

proposals oriented to the general interest.  

Imagine yourself in the shoes of the president of the European Commission, and you 

have to find a solution for the EU’s climate policy. How could you create a policy with 

real impact surpassing national and party interests? You could put together a group of 

people from all over Europe and have them listen to each other, discuss and propose 

what to do. 

Deliberative democracy approaches the question of legitimate political decisions 

through a set of principles that place citizens at the centre of the decision-making 

process. Furthermore, in order to ensure you reflect the diversity of the concerned 

population, you bring together a randomly selected sample through a process of 

sortition. This group of people then informs itself on the topic at hand, and discusses 

policy measures to be taken. After deliberating on policy proposals, a final decision is 

taken by the entire group. The OECD concludes that when conducted effectively, 

deliberative democracy can lead to better policies, enable decision makers to make 

hard choices, strengthen democracy, and build trust. 

Sortition 

Sortition is the process of randomly selecting people to take part in these deliberative 

panels. Typically, a large sample of the population (thousands of people) are invited, 

yet only a small part (hundreds of volunteers) sign up. Due to a self-selection bias, 

certain segments of the population are more likely to sign up than others. To avoid as 

much as possible a bias in the discussion, only a selection (dozens of participants) will 

make up the panel. The panel will reflect the population’s diversity, that is, that 

everyone in the population can identify with someone in the panel. It is important to 

note that representativeness as such is not the goal of sortition. Age, gender and level 

of education are often used as criteria to diversify the panels, but thematic criteria can 

be added. To enable and encourage everyone to take part, incentives such as a 

financial compensation, childcare, lunch and transport facilities are put in place. Entire 

organisations are nowadays dedicated to the sole purpose of making these sortition 

processes as fair and inclusive as possible. 

http://aei.pitt.edu/102678/
http://aei.pitt.edu/102678/
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/339306da-en/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/339306da-en#execsumm-d1e880
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.10498
https://www.sortitionfoundation.org/
https://www.sortitionfoundation.org/
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The 150 participants of the Convention du Climat in France have been randomly invited and selected 

to represent the diversity of the country ©Katrin Baumann 

The legitimacy of such a group of randomly selected citizens is sometimes criticised. 

Although it is true that a small panel of people can never be statistically representative 

of an entire population, it’s important to stress that this is not its objective. If the idea 

is to have a discussion in which all points of view are represented, diversity is what’s 

at stake, not statistical representativeness. When we see our typical elected 

parliaments, we often have an overrepresentation of white, middle-aged men. And 

though they definitely should have a voice in the public debate, they should not 

dominate it. Bringing different personal contexts (and thus points of view) to the table 

will open the discussions. This makes for policy proposals geared to serve the general 

interest of the many rather than the private interests of an elected elite.  

To avoid influence of lobbyists or of electoral incentives, implementing limited 

mandates and rotation is also key in these types of assemblies. By regularly changing 

(a part) of the participants in a long-standing institution, a maximum of people get a 

chance to participate, and the likelihood of corruption is minimised.  

All of this is not new: in ancient Athens, mandates, sortition and rotation were central 

in democratic power. Plato himself was a fierce proponent of sortition, finding it the 

fairest way to evenly distribute power and alternate citizen’s roles between governor 

and governee. Of course, nowadays our conception of who’s a citizen goes much 

further than the Ancient Greek one, where it concerned only free men with some 

degree of education. Hence, we add the element of inclusion and diversity. 

Information gathering and deliberative processing 

Okay, so you bring together a group of about 200 people from all around Europe. Let’s 

call them the EU Climate Assembly. They are all different in terms of country or region 

of origin, social groups, knowledge on the subject, language, gender, age, and much 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_ATA(2019)637976#:~:text=The%20751%20MEPs%20elected%20have,of%20new%20MEPs(435).&text=adult%20citizens%20voted.-,The%20751%20MEPs%20elected%20have%20an%20average%20age%20of%2050,of%20new%20MEPs(435).
https://westminsterresearch.westminster.ac.uk/item/q4839/sortition-rotation-and-mandate-conditions-for-political-equality-and-deliberative-reasoning
https://westminsterresearch.westminster.ac.uk/item/q4839/sortition-rotation-and-mandate-conditions-for-political-equality-and-deliberative-reasoning
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more. In that sense, the energy is great and everyone’s much more excited than in 

your typical EU parliament session. They have one question to answer: “How can we 

keep our EU inhabitable for current and future generations?” Now, how do you 

proceed?  

Information is indeed key when randomly selected citizens are brought together and 

charged with the task of making policy or policy proposals. In the process of 

deliberative democracy, it is therefore essential to enable participants to get informed 

on the subject at hand. In this context, the general consensus is that there is no neutral 

information. So, when providing information to a citizen’s panel, it is key to offer 

participants the opportunity to listen to different stakeholders (including affected 

population), experts and policymakers to understand different perspectives and the 

stakes at play. Though the UN Democracy Fund righteously stresses that participants 

themselves should be in control of whom they invite, an (academic, or independent 

citizen) oversight committee can make sure the information offered is qualitative, fact-

checked and balanced. 

The step of gathering information is also crucial in terms of combatting polarization 

and the abovementioned echo-chamber effect of social media. Indeed, by bringing 

people with various backgrounds together through sortition, there is no echo chamber 

effect. By offering participants various types of information, by different stakeholders 

having different points of view, they widen their perspectives on the issue at hand. And 

by engaging in meaningful discussion, they overcome their inner echo-chamber and 

can really discuss openly. Finally, this information and the subsequent deliberation of 

it often leaps over to the general public. 

Great, so you get another smaller group together. They work with civil society, 

universities, lobbies, policy makers and others to propose a well-balanced series of 

speakers and documents to the participants of this climate assembly. Each of them 

adds some piece of information: economical dimensions, risk assessment, 

opportunities, threats, predictions, personal experiences.  

The magic of a deliberative process starts when people begin to discuss through what 

Jane Mansbridge calls ‘a free flow of frank speech’.  As opposed to many elected 

MP’s, participants of deliberative democracy tend to speak not to convince, but to 

share, actually listen to each other, and even change their minds accordingly. Although 

the information offered is vital to the deliberation, the collective processing of this 

information - taking into account the varying context of participants - is what leads to 

great policy proposals. The confrontation with the opinions of someone else, their 

different appreciation of the same information, the context in which they live and in 

which they would have to live a policy change, all enrich the discussion. 

https://www.newdemocracy.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/newDemocracy-UNDEF-Handbook.pdf
https://www.newdemocracy.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/newDemocracy-UNDEF-Handbook.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2041905818796576
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2041905818796576
https://www.academia.edu/8714714/Norms_of_Deliberation_An_Inductive_Study
https://www.academia.edu/8714714/Norms_of_Deliberation_An_Inductive_Study
https://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780198747369.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780198747369-e-55
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0192512114544068?journalCode=ipsa
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The Irish Constitutional Convention helped people to change their minds and think in the general 

interest about polarizing issues such as abortion and same-sex marriage © Politicalrefor.ie 

It is crucial, however, that this deliberation take place in a safe context. Professional 

facilitation is needed to assure every participant can indeed participate. By altering 

methods of discussion, for example in small or large groups, homogenous or very 

different compositions, everyone’s voice is sure to be heard. These varying opinions 

are channelled to become policy proposals.  

These processes are designed to surpass personal interests and create proposals 

geared to the general interest. When well-designed, in their review of 20 years of 

deliberative practices, Bächtiger and Parkinson (2019) find that these types of panels 

help participants to critically assess their arguments, adapt them correspondingly and 

voice them.  

Apart from the actual policy proposals, the deliberative process has some interesting 

side effects. In terms of counteracting polarization, research finds that the self-

reinforcing dynamics of “communicative echo chambers that intensify cultural 

cognition, identity reaffirmation, and polarisation do not operate in deliberative 

conditions”. In terms of counteracting disinformation, one cannot stress enough the 

importance of divers information and putting the citizens in control.  

 

https://global.oup.com/academic/product/mapping-and-measuring-deliberation-9780199672196?cc=be&lang=en&
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/mapping-and-measuring-deliberation-9780199672196?cc=be&lang=en&
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/363/6432/1144
https://www.newdemocracy.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/New-Democracy-Handbook-FINAL-LAYOUT-reduced.pdf
https://www.newdemocracy.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/New-Democracy-Handbook-FINAL-LAYOUT-reduced.pdf
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Decisions and implementation 

In the best case scenario, an initiative of deliberative democracy combines the aspects 

of inclusiveness (through sortition), deliberation (through open discussions) and 

impact. In the very best of cases, this impact is on all stages of the policy cycle: from 

agenda setting to drafting policy, from the decision of which policy to implement to its 

evaluation. 

What an amazing few days. Your EU Climate Assembly has created a mile-long list 

with potential policy proposals, ranging from the very progressive to keeping the status 

quo. Some of these policies would impact everyone severely, others are in the interest 

or against the interest of some specific groups. Many people were sceptical at first, 

but they changed their opinion along the way when discussing with others. So, what’s 

next? 

The model for validation of joint decisions in a deliberative process is typically oriented 

to consensus and largely supported proposals. So, after generating a large number of 

policy proposals, they are funnelled and combined to form a smaller number of 

thought-through proposals. These then need validation of the entire group. This 

validation can happen internally within the panel, for example by a nuanced vote for 

each policy proposal. Or they can be submitted to external validation, for example 

through a referendum. 

Alright, so the list of thousands of policy proposals has boiled down to about a 

hundred. All of these are carried by a large majority of participants to the EU Climate 

Assembly. However, some of them are easy to implement and others are much larger. 

For some, certain interest groups have already contacted you about the devastating 

effect they would have on their economic model, whereas others already enjoy wide 

popular support. Should you pick yourself? 

The actual impact of the participants is vital to the success of any process of 

deliberative democracy. It is therefore of utmost importance that policy makers 

initiating such procedures pledge a priori to implement the outcome,or at the very least 

justify why they would not do so. President Macron promised to submit the results of 

the French Convention du Climat either to a parliamentary vote, a referendum or a 

presidential decree. However, so far he hasn’t delivered completely upon his promise. 

Indeed, if the entire process should end up serving no actual policy change, or indeed 

only the change that agrees with the political agenda of those in power, it will only 

exacerbate mistrust in political institutions. 

Finally, I have some leverage to push some climate policy proposals in the EU. Now, 

if the European or national Parliaments want to reject them, they will have to present 

really good arguments and justifications to oppose the will of a designated group of 

European Citizens in all their wisdom and diversity. 

 

https://www.oecd.org/gov/innovative-citizen-participation-and-new-democratic-institutions-339306da-en.htm
https://www.oecd.org/gov/innovative-citizen-participation-and-new-democratic-institutions-339306da-en.htm
https://www.oecd.org/gov/innovative-citizen-participation-and-new-democratic-institutions-339306da-en.htm
https://www.conventioncitoyennepourleclimat.fr/en/
https://www.conventioncitoyennepourleclimat.fr/en/
https://positivr.fr/faites-le-convention-citoyenne-climat-emmanuel-macron-on-est-pret/
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A small-scale approach in the Brussels Capital Region 

The above example might be fictional, yet it’s the dream of the citizen’s movement 

Agora.Brussels. Though not on a European level, their goal is to implement a 

permanent citizen’s assembly in the Brussels Capital Region. This assembly would be 

equal in power to the regional Parliament and could make policy proposals as well as 

react to the initiatives of the Parliament and Government.  

To achieve this dream, Agora.Brussels decided to participate in the regional elections. 

Though their proposal opposes the electoral system, the movement adopted a ‘Trojan 

Horse’ strategy. Indeed, their sole electoral promise was to use the resources of the 

seat of their MP to work towards such a system change by leading the way. And it 

worked, against all odds this new political bottom-up movement obtained some 3,600 

votes and with this a seat in the Brussels’ Regional Parliament.  

While working on its institutionalisation, Agora.Brussels organises its own Brussels 

Citizen’s Assembly. To constitute this assembly, a sortition was done to select 6000 

addresses in the Capital Region. Some 5000 invitations were manually distributed and 

of this, 400 people answered positively (8%). This might not seem much, but typically 

the reply ratio is around 5%, so this shows Citizens in Brussels are eager to participate 

in political decision making. 

From the 400 volunteers, 89 were selected to mirror the number of MP’s in the regional 

parliament. To select these participants, criteria of age, gender and educational level 

were applied to the volunteers. 

 

Demographic representation of the Brussels Capital Region (Data: IBSA-BISA 2015 & 2020) 

 

Demographics in the Brussels Regional Parliament (Data Agora.Brussels 2020) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQDue9z2GHM
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Demographics in the Brussels Citizens’ Assembly (Data Agora.Brussels 2020) 

 

These citizens decided to discuss the theme of housing, as the most pressing issue 

in the capital region. After three days of selecting a subject, information gathering and 

processing and deliberation, unfortunately the coronavirus crisis struck, and the 

meetings of the Assembly were put on hold.  

https://www.bruzz.be/politiek/agora-na-de-eerste-echte-burgerassemblee-tussen-transparantie-en-sereniteit-2020-01-12
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First cycle of the Brussels Citizen’s Assembly © Judith Dufaux & Agora.Brussels 

The decisions of the Brussels Citizen’s Assembly will be directly transferred to the 

Parliament by Agora’s MP and submitted to a vote as a resolution. Each separate 

policy proposal can then also serve as the basis of political work, either by questioning 

the government or by proposing new legislation based on the proposals of the Citizen’s 
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Assembly. This way, other MPs and parties will have to position themselves in relation 

to this Assembly’s proposals. 

 
Link between Brussels Citizens’Assembly and Regional Parliament © Judith Dufaux & Agora.Brussels 

 

For Agora.Brussels, it’s important to stress that they’re not a political party. The 

movement functions in a horizontal way and is mainly run by volunteers. Their 

presence in parliament is seen as a necessary evil, since the final objective is to have 

a permanent citizens ‘senate’. Once that’s obtained, they can disappear from 

Parliament.  

 

Section 3: A model beyond Europe: local to local cooperation 

 

This article started by ranking the difficulties of modern-day democratic society (e.g. 

polarisation, disinfo, trust etc.), followed by examples of how deliberation can support 

the process of ‘re-legitimising democracy in the 21st century’. 

This final section briefly looks at how the already functioning example of deliberation 

on a local Brussels-level does not have to be constrained to local formats alone. 

Instead, deliberation can be used in international frameworks, particularly through 

local to local (municipal; civil society etc.) cooperation and through democratic 

instruments as part of the EU’s foreign and domestic policy and as an organic part of 

citizens-to-citizens engagement between countries.  

 

The 2019 OECD study (Innovative Citizens Participation and New Democratic 

Institutions: Catching the Deliberative Wave) provides the most comprehensive 

international collection of data on deliberative democracy as of today. It shows which 

countries have implemented strands of citizens engagement in decision-making, while 

also outlining in which cases of governance deliberation is most commonly used (e.g. 

local, national, international). Interestingly, a high number of deliberative projects have 

taken place across OECD - notably Western Europe - over the past decades.  

 

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/339306da-en/1/3/3/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/339306da-en&_csp_=07698b7c924c319dbb92a6500bf563da&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/339306da-en/1/3/3/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/339306da-en&_csp_=07698b7c924c319dbb92a6500bf563da&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book
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Between 1986 and 2019 over 250 projects of citizen deliberation were conducted 

across OECD countries like Canada, the Netherlands, Italy, Ireland and Turkey, while 

only 7 deliberative projects took place outside of OECD countries during the same 

period. One explanation for this could be that deliberation can be seen as a post-

electoral democratic phenomenon. For example, Freedom House reports that only 84 

free countries exist in 2020, a majority of which are located in Europe or parts of the 

OECD. This could explain why more democracies, compared to non-democracies, 

have applied deliberative forms of governance. Yet, China does raise unanswered 

questions in this regard, as 13 out of 18 deliberative projects in Asia are based in 

China. Whatever the level of a country’s democratic and electoral governance, there 

appears to be little reason for why citizens deliberation at different governance levels 

could not support democratisation as well as solving decisions in countries which allow 

for degrees of freedom but are not fully democratised (e.g “partly free” countries).  

 

An important argument in favour of deliberation is the fact that it often manages to 

overcome polarization, an issue which remains unsolved and divisive due to the 

polarising effects of social media ‘echo chambers’... For example, the polarising topic 

of abortion (which took place during the 2013 Irish constitutional while using citizens 

deliberation) taught researchers that citizens face-to-face engagement and 

professional conflict resolution in meetings has a de-radicalising and de-polarizing 

impact on people, and their decisions. This phenomenon is directly attributed to the 

inherent nature of constructive consensus and moderation processes found in most 

forms of deliberative democracy. This renders deliberative governance particularly 

interesting for increasingly polarised countries that suffer from systemic corruption and 

high levels of societal division and distrust in politics. The example of Ukraine is 

particularly relevant (among many other neighbouring countries of the EU), as Kiev is 

politically and socio-culturally divided on many policies and continues to face internal 

civil unrest and division. It is emblematic of many Eastern Partnership countries 

(EaP)  like Moldova, Georgia and Ukraine in the sense that they often battle with 

issues of high corruption, democratic transition, and deep citizens distrust in public 

institutions and parliamentarians. The extremely low levels of trust in public institutions 

among the EU’s eastern neighbours, including Ukraine, Armenia and Georgia, are 

reported in the 2019 Annual Survey (EaP regional). 68% of the EaP countries don't 

trust political parties, while 62% don't trust parliament, and 58% don't trust their 

government(s). When considering the usage of deliberation and citizens initiatives, it 

therefore remains relevant to also view the advantages of deliberation within the 

potential prism of EU foreign policy (e.g. strategies, instruments, budgets), in particular 

with regards to the EU’s closest neighbours due to their inherent characteristics which 

stand to benefit from de-polarization, heightened trust and fighting disinformation. 

 

The above analysis is particularly relevant within the context of the EU’ regional 

geographic foreign policy, the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP). A new creation 

(it exists since 2004), the EU’s ENP prioritises resilience among neighbours through 

diverse policy areas vis-a-vis 16 countries to the South and East of Europe (e.g. 

https://freedomhouse.org/countries/freedom-world/scores
https://freedomhouse.org/countries/freedom-world/scores
https://www.euneighbours.eu/sites/default/files/publications/2019-07/EUNEIGHBOURS%20east_AS2019report_EaP%20OVERVIEW_0.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/neighbourhood/european-neighbourhood-policy_en
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Morocco, Syria or Ukraine). Policies range from trade, democracy and workers’ rights 

to security, LGTBI+ and ecology.  

In a nutshell, the EU aims to prepare its neighbouring countries against future crises, 

while working towards regional stability, rights, peace and prosperity.  Priorities 

include avoiding wars and conflicts, including poverty and migrant trafficking. The 

argument goes that when your neighbours’ house is on fire, yours is next in line, which 

is why the EU’s Global Strategy wants to improve living standards in its shared 

neighbourhood. But despite good intentions (and long strategies of the EU to support 

funding, education and stability) the results remain unclear at best. With conflicts 

throughout Europe’s neighbourhood (e.g. Libya, Ukraine, Syria, Armenia, Azerbaijan) 

and rampant levels of corruption across the region, the EU’s policies towards its 

neighbouring regions deserve further revision. Steven Blockmans famously writes in 

The Obsolescence of the European Neighbourhood Policy that; “most of the 

neighbourhood has seen a decline in security, stability, good governance and 

economic performance.” Inside the EU and throughout its extended region, polls and 

studies show that levels of political instability have risen while frozen and hot conflicts 

persist, including revolts. Europe has witnessed dozens of terrorist attacks during the 

past two decades, while Ukraine and Georgia have reintroduced the concept of ‘hot 

conflict’ in Europe; a term most believed to be a ghost of the 1990s. In 2014, Crimea 

was illegally annexed by Russia, while in 2016 Turkey - an EU candidate country - 

witnessed a failed military coup, leaving 300 dead and thousands imprisoned.  

 

The 2015 revision of the EU foreign policy strategy provided an initial review to tackle 

these issues, while creating joint ownership (e.g. adopted by the European 

Neighbourhood Council in its Academic Council), differentiation and flexibility. The 

intention was to differentiate more between countries and have flexibility to tackle 

various sets of societal problems. In 2020, it's becoming increasingly clear that the 

EU’s ENP requires further modifications and revision in order to fully tackle the many 

issues at stake, notably deeply rooted sentiments of mistrust, disinformation,  and 

increasing polarization. In order to guarantee successful policy implementation and 

democracy across the EaP and in the EU’s wider neighbourhood, it is  considered 

particularly important to enhance the role and civic duties of individual citizen and civil 

society organisations. With regards to engagement on public policy, exchange of 

views, and deliberation, a degree of policy work has already been completed with the 

EU’s positive policies and funding towards local-to-local municipality cooperation 

across some EU accession countries like Turkey, as well as certain EaP countries. 

The prioritisation of local investments and support for regional and municipality level 

structures in ENP countries and candidate countries like Turkey have allowed for the 

EU to direct funds and support to local initiatives, while supporting the twinning and 

development of exchange between EU and non-EU cross-border initiatives, 

exchanges and funding of projects for municipalities, regions, civil society. Such EU 

policies and funding should however be coupled with an increase in deliberative 

democratic exchange of movements, civil society and new citizens initiatives from 

inside the EU. By pairing such citizens initiatives in the EU with non-EU civil society, 

https://www.ceps.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Blockmans%20-%20Obsolence%20of%20the%20European%20Neighbourhood%20Policy.pdf
https://www.ceps.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Blockmans%20-%20Obsolence%20of%20the%20European%20Neighbourhood%20Policy.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/studies/Documents/EU%20financial%20assistance%20available%20to%20local%20and%20regional%20authorities%20in%20Mediterranean%20partner%20countries/3782-CIVEX-CovA4-studies-EN-web-1.pdf
https://cor.europa.eu/en/engage/studies/Documents/efficient-funds-LRA-under-IPA-II.pdf
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the impact of depolarization, anti-corruption, democratic transition are likely to be 

increased, while simultaneously lowering levels of disinformation and populism.  

 

Considering the successful track record of OSCE countries working on local 

deliberation projects, the EU should equally evaluate the importance of supporting EU 

initiatives of democratic deliberation in order to cooperate with existing and new 

deliberative democracy movements and citizens assemblies in the ENP and 

accession areas. The growth of democratic-deliberative-governance across the EU 

and elsewhere should provide for an important opportunity for the EU’s diplomats, the 

Committee of the Regions and civil society communities to cooperate beyond the EU’s 

borders and engage in organic exchange among citizens communities within and 

outside of the EU. With on-going EU negotiations for the new Multiannual Financial 

Framework (EU Budget) covering 2021-2027, and the planning of the NDICI 

instrument, this period should be seen as an opportune moment to consider further 

support for local-to-local democracy and adding deliberation in the repertoire of foreign 

and domestic policy as it stands to seriously benefit citizens and democratic innovation 

across Eurasia. 

Concluding recommendations 

 

● General Recommendation: To improve mutual trust between political instances 

and citizens both within and outside of the EU and to counter disinformation 

and polarisation, the EU should promote deliberative democracy efforts both in 

foreign and domestic policy; 

● EU Recommendation: Policies by the European External Action Service 

(EEAS), DG NEAR and DG DEVCO which target disinformation and 

polarization across EaP, ENP South, Accession candidates and Central Asia 

should draw lessons from how deliberative initiatives and citizen’s platforms 

inside the EU manage to counter polarization; 

● EU Recommendation: The aforementioned EU DG’s and EEAS should include 

such deliberative initiatives and movements in their civil society portfolios and 

contact networks to support local-to-local and best practice exchanges between 

EU and non-EU deliberative civil society groups; 

● EU Recommendation: The aforementioned EU DG’s and EEAS (including the 

Foreign Policy Instruments, the Instrument contributing to Stability and Peace 

and the Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights) should support more 

projects related to deliberation in civil society (e.g. citizens panels, sortition 

models, polls about citizens involvement);  

● EU Recommendation: The aforementioned EU DG’s  and EEAS (including the 

Foreign Policy Instruments, the Instrument contributing to Stability and Peace 

and the Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights) should allocating 

funding towards projects which closely monitor (quantitatively and qualitatively) 
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the effects of local-to-local EU and non-EU deliberative exchange, including 

how deliberative projects (in ENP/accession/Central Asia) impact levels of 

depolarization, public trust and disinformation. Civil Society 

Recommendation:  Civil society organisations should push their local and 

national policy makers and public institutions to implement deliberative 

democracy on both thematic and structural levels. They should be funded to be 

able to draw lessons from their counterparts in the EU; 

● EU and EU Member States recommendation: Governments should 

acknowledge the positive aspects of deliberative democracy for foreign and 

domestic policy alike in terms of fighting polarisation and disinformation, while 

increasing public trust levels. It would be useful for those reasons to further 

experiment and involve citizens in long-term decisions through deliberative 

democratic practices. The convention on the Future of Europe is an ideal 

starting point for such planning and coordination.  

 


